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Alvis Speed 4.3 Vanden Plas Short Chassis Tourer 1939 RHD Car n°

: 19701 Chassis n°: 14846 Engine n°: 15331 Matching numbers. The

best prewar sportscar around! This is what, apart from myself, many

other prewar car enthusiasts agree on. Knowing that only 12 Short

Chassis 4.3 Vanden Plas tourers were constructed, imagine how

proud I am to be able to represent this very rare Alvis on the classic

car market. (In my 25 years of classic car dealing and wheeling the 3-

rd genuine 4.3 short chassis VdP Tourer which passes through my

hands!) After a top-score in quality and rarity, I am sure you will agree

with me that this Alvis model also deserves a top-score in beauty.

Chassis n° 14846 is registered on the original Alvis factory Card

Record as being a genuine Vanden Plas SHORT/WB Tourer and was

sold new to Angus Marsh Scott from Dundee in Scotland. In the 60-

ies and 70-ies this VdP Tourer resides with several successive

owners in Norway. During the 80-ies in the USA. In August 1990, it

was bought at auction by Bob Meijer from Amsterdam. From 1990

until 1997 in depth restoration by renowned Alvis specialists: - Full

inspection by the UK Alvis expert, Rod Jolley, who restores this 4.3

Tourer with great care to preserve a maximum of the original ash-

frame structural wood and panelling. - Mechanical restoration by

Solent Vintage Eng. (vintage and veteran car engineering specialist

from Rod Jolley and later Colin Dunn) in the UK and LMB Racing in

Belgium. Painting and trimming correct to original specifications.

Perfect presentation showing today just a touch of beautiful patina.

This mighty 4.3 6-cylinder engine develops 216 HP after an intelligent

engine preparation by LMB Racing! Sold in 1999 to last Dutch owner,

who participated with his Alvis to many classic car rallies all over

Europe to his entire satisfaction. After all this 4.3 Vanden Plas short

chassis Tourer is the best pre-war tourer one can own... Your chance

to experience all this fun and pleasure now for yourself... Comes with

Dutch registration documents, Alvis Car Record, extract of Alvis 4.3

registry by 4.3 registrar Mr. Wayne Brooks, FIVA Identity Card, full

restoration history and voluminous documentation file. Price: ASK

Marque Alvis

Modèle Speed 4.3 VdP Short Chassis
T

Année de construction 1939
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